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Abstract. As cloud computing technologies continue to develop and
evolve, cloud infrastructure has become heterogeneous and multi-tiered.
A new demand in cloud computing is to provide cloud functionalities
at the customer premise to support customer needs. This demand is addressed in this paper by providing virtual Customers Premise Equipment
(vCPE) as a third tier of the SAVI Testbed, which is a platform established for experimentation of future applications. A smart room monitoring use case is used to demonstrate the functionalities and efficiency
of the vCPE in the SAVI Testbed.
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1 Introduction
With the continuous development of cloud computing and Internet of Things
(IoT) technologies, cloud computing infrastructure has become heterogeneous
and multi-tiered. The traditional cloud computing infrastructure contains only
data centers that reside geographically far away from users. These data centers
contains large numbers of compute, network and storage resources. However,
deploying applications on top of traditional data centers can introduce high
communication latency due to the physical distance. To address this issue and
improve content delivery for applications, cloud infrastructure has become multitiered, where the first tier is the traditional cloud data centers, and the second
and third tiers are smaller but fast and agile data centers/computing devices
that are geographically closer to user.
In the Smart Application and Virtual Infrastructure (SAVI) project, we envision the cloud to have a three-tiers infrastructure. Tier 1 has core data centers
that are traditional data centers discussed above. Tier 2 has Smart Edges that
are agile data centers residing closer to end users. In addition to the traditional
compute, network and storage resources, Smart Edges also provide other heterogeneous resources such as programmable hardware (FPGA), GPUs, Software
Defined Radio (SDR), and wireless access point. The Smart Edge is mainly to
deliver quality applications that require high responsiveness and have requirements that can only be satisfied with a heterogeneous data center close to the end
users. Examples applications could be content-delivery systems, smart city management systems, emergency response systems and utility management systems.
Smart Edges are connected to the Core data centers through backbone networks.
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Fig. 1. SDI Architecture

Finally Tier 3 has sensors and virtual customer-premises edge (vCPE). Sensors
continuously monitor the physical world. These sensors includes mobile sensors
such as smartphones, car sensors and sensor that are installed statically such as
temperature, light, carbon-dioxide sensors inside buildings. vCPE extends cloud
management and functionalities to the the customers premise to support various
demands from customers.
1.1 Software Defined Infrastructure (SDI)
The cloud infrastructure necessarily contains converged heterogeneous resources.
Heterogeneous resources enable more functionalities, flexibilities, and performance. However, they also create more demands on the management system.
In order to make informed decisions in a heterogeneous cloud environment, it is
important to the have a global view of the all the resources and management
in an integrated fashion. Existing control and management systems mostly use
separate controllers for different types of resources, which introduces high management and maintenance overhead. To address this limitation, we have proposed
Software Defined Infrastructure (SDI).[3] SDI provides integrated management
of heterogeneous resources in a logically centralized view. It offers flexibility and
intelligence for infrastructure management.
Fig. 1 shows the high level architecture of the SDI Resource Management
System (RMS). In a virtualized, heterogeneous infrastructure, we have different
types of physical and virtual resources. In this architecture, type-specific resource
controller directly control each type of resource. On top of all the type-specific
controllers, we have our SDI modules (i.e. SDI manager, M&A Manager, Topology Manager) that acts as a top-level manager which obtains a global view of the
all the resources and conduct integrated management of all types of resources.
The topology manager is responsible for discovering the relationship and interconnections between different resources. The monitoring and analytics manager is responsible for collecting, storing, and analysing monitoring data from all
the resources and extracting knowledge to provide visibility into the infrastructure. Finally, the SDI manager is the decision-making point in this architecture.

SDI obtains the resource topology information from the topology manager, and
the resource state and information from the monitoring and analytic manager.
The SDI then makes global management decisions and communicates with the
resources controllers to execute various management functions.
The SAVI project was launched with the goal to investigate future application
platforms based on SDI. The SAVI Testbed, which has been operational since
July 2013, is an implementation of the SDI concept and is based on the threetiered architecture previously discussed.

2 SAVI vCPE
The Smart Edge envisioned in SAVI primarily focuses on small to mid-size heterogeneous data centers capable of providing virtualized resources to many applications that can serve a large number of end users, either in a city, a small town
or even a large sport stadium that justifies investment for such an infrastructure.
A natural extension to a SAVI Smart Edge is a system that can host applications that need to serve only a small number of users in a very close proximity.
These end users can be residents of a house or employees at a small office or a
remote branch of a large enterprise. In such environments, there may be times
when there is a need to have a small set of virtualized resources that can be
flexibly programmed to address a specific application. Primarily, there are applications such as smart home management that not only need a small amount
of resources to serve (for instances) as a local at-home compute node, but also
be able to continue operation independently in the event of network disruptions
and disconnections from resources deployed at a larger Smart Edge or remote
cloud.
One might debate why there needs to be a virtualized set of resources in
such environments. The answer lies in the fact that virtual resources are much
easier to manage through their life-cycle and provide lower costs compared to
purpose-built boxes that are made specifically for a single application and cannot be readily reprogrammed to address another set of requirements by another
application. This in fact fits quite well with the Network Function Virtualization (NFV) paradigm that has received a lot of attention recently. To utilize
advancements with NFV functions we would require virtualized resources closer
to a few end users for some of these applications.
Therefore, we introduce the SAVI Smart virtualized Customer Premise Edge
(SvCPE) to address requirements of such applications. By introducing SvCPE,
we introduce a new third-tier in SAVI application-delivery platform. Target applications and common use cases for SvCPE could be any or a combination of
the following services:
–
–
–
–
–
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Fig. 2. vCPE in SAVI Testbed

In the rest of this section we describe the SvCPE design in more detail
focusing on two types of SvCPE: The Small SvCPE and Very Small SvCPE.
2.1 Small SAVI vCPE
A Small SAVI vCPE (SvCPE) is a node with computing and networking capabilities managed by a Smart Edge but located in the customer premise. The
SvCPE supports compute and networking virtualization and can host multiple applications deployed simultaneously on it. The SvCPE is connected to the
SAVI Smart Edge with VPN technology. Therefore, it is seen as an extension
of SAVI Smart Edge Resources and has all the capabilities provided from the
virtualized system in SAVI, such as tenant isolation. Since it is controlled by the
SAVI Smart Edge SDI Manager, the SvCPE can leverage advanced features of
the SAVI SDI, for example, NFV service chaining and live migration of virtual
resources. Figure 2 shows the relation of the SvCPE to the SAVI Smart Edge
via its Data and Management logical links connections.
There are many use cases for a Small Smart Edge.
1. Network and Web functionalities such as routing, DHCP, firewall, proxy
servers can be deployed on the SvCPE. When equipped with WiFi access
point capability, the SvCPE can directly offer WiFi service to on-premise
users. As it can be easily programmed using SAVI SDI, the applications deployed can be customized based on the specific requirements of each location.
2. SvCPE is SDN capable and therefore an application can have a fine-grained
control on how networking traffic is steered at each particular node. This is
very handy when deploying virtualized security applications such as Deep
Packet Inspection as described in [5].
3. Monitoring and control of the state of the physical world at the customer
premise is made possible with the Small SvCPE. Sensors can be connected
to the SvCPE to monitor an indoor environment, and devices such as indoor
lights, temperature, ventilation can be controlled. The SvCPE enables IoT
wireless network protocols such as ZigBee and Bluetooth, and wireless sensor
network can be connected to as well.

4. Application availability can be improved with the SvCPE. When applications
are deployed on the cloud, network interruption between the cloud and the
user can reduce application availability. However, with SvCPE, application
can be deployed both in the cloud and at the customers site, so network
disruption will have less impact on the availability of the application. For
instance, changes made by users can be updated to the cloud when the
network is restored.
The location of the SvCPE in the customer premise changes the environment and requirements for physical size and shape comparing to computing rack
servers in a cloud. In particular, the computing power needed at a site is limited.
Based on this concerns, we selected a mini-PC such as Gigabyte Brix (shown in
top-right of Fig. 2) as the Small SvCPE in a proof-of-concept implementation.
Gigabyte Brix comes with an Intel CPU, supports up to 16GB of RAM and an
mSATA connection to a SSD. Its relatively small physical size allows it be located in any convenient location in the customers site. This mini-PC can host up
to two VMs each with one virtual CPU and it also has in-built Wifi, Bluetooth
and three USB connections to external storage if needed. In next section, we will
describe how we used this SvCPE to deliver a Smart Home Monitoring system.
2.2 VSvCPE: A Very Small vCPE
The Very Small vCPE is a lightweight node that is used mainly to support
advanced SDN and network functionalities, but not compute and storage virtualization. The VSvCPE operates on top of low-cost hardware and is often used
for situations where a larger number of nodes are needed to support high quality
application delivery.
Most of the use cases discussed in the SvCPE section are applicable for the
Very Small node as well, but without virtual computing and storage support.
For instance the VSvCPE could be used as a smart on-premise router to provide
features such as advanced traffic steering that is required for NFV service chaining, traffic tapping, blocking. These services can be delivered in coordination
with resources and NFVs deployed on the SAVI Smart Edge or remote cloud.
For a proof-of-concept, we selected two types of hardware for the Very Small
VSvCPE: NetGate APU kit, and Raspberry Pi 2. The NetGate APU kit (shown
in Fig. 2) is a development board that has an AMD APU on-board and multiple
Ethernet ports. A Linux system (often OpenWRT) can be installed on the system
for network related tasks or light-weight computing tasks. The Raspberry Pi 2
is a ARM based development board which is very small in size. It uses an SD
card for storage and it has on board memory. Raspberry Pi 2 has one onboard
Ethernet port and two USBs which can also be used for WiFi adaptor or extra
Ethernet adaptors. A Debian-based Linux system can also be installed on the
Raspberry Pi 2, so providing network and performing computing task is relatively
simple.
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Fig. 2: Wireless system framework of indoor CO2 monitoring system.

Fig. 3. System Framework of the Wireless Indoor Monitoring System
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Deployment on SAVI vCPE To deploy the indoor monitoring system on the
vCPE, we connect the destination node of the wireless sensor network to the
vCPE machine. Then we run the control room software and the MonArch Super
Agent in the vCPE so that data are aggregated and sent to the Smart Edge
node for storage.
One of the features of the vCPE is to provide uninterrupted service even
when there is a network disruption between itself and data centers. This feature
is provided for this use case as well. To achieve uninterrupted service, an Apache
Kafka [1] instance is deployed locally on the vCPE. Sensor data are collected by
the MonArch Super agent and submitted to the local Kafka instance. Then on the
Smart Edge size, the sensor data are aggregated into the top level Kafka which
is part of the MonArch system. In this case, when there is a network disruption
between the vCPE and the Smart Edge, data are still collected and sent to
the local Kafka instance. When the network recovers, the queued monitoring
data will be sent to the Smart Edge and aggregated to the top level Kafka.
As a result, there will no data lost. If the monitoring data stored in the Smart
Edge are continuously visualized in a GUI, the sensor data generated during the
networking disconnection period will be shown when the connection restores.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed about the three-tiered architecture of the SAVI
Testbed and how vCPE is design and implemented as the third tier in the
architecture. The features of vCPE is demonstrated through the smart room
monitoring use case. In summary, vCPE in the SAVI Testbed can provide cloud
management and functionalities to the customer premise to enable new types of
applications.
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